NSF CIO's Recipe for Innovation Success
National Science Foundation CIO Dorothy Aronson details her key ingredients to
innovation including how to approach tech like AI.
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At the National Science Foundation, technological innovation is everywhere — from
slithering, snake-like robots to bioengineered cells that serve as digital signal
processors. After CIO Dorothy Aronson experienced many trials and errors with her
team's innovation efforts — and through some inspiration drawn from famous
French chef Julia Childs — Aronson developed a recipe federal agencies can use to
create their own innovation success.

Start With an Important, Identifiable Problem
Agencies must clearly define an issue and their goal to solve it, said Aronson during
Broadcom’s 2019 Mission to Modernize event last week.
The problem Aronson’s team wanted to tackle, as she described, involved whether
AI could be used in the NSF’s system to support the proposal process. NSF had
difficulty finding external emerging science field experts to conduct unbiased peer
reviews for proposals received from the general research community.
Aronson strongly believed AI could make this selection process simpler by using
“existing data sources” to break down proposals into “essential elements” —
creating the raisin from the grape, as Aronson said. AI could filter information about
the proposal to identify the field experts best suited to review them, she said. Those
names would then be delivered to program officers for further consideration,
planning and communication outreach.

Have Confidence the Problem Can be Solved
“Julia [Childs] would’ve said, ‘The only real stumbling block is fear of failure,’”
Aronson said. She was confident that herself and others would find a solution.

Outline Problem Statement as a Hypothesis
Make sure that the important problem is doable. If it fails, then it demonstrates the
agency was able to try, which opens the opportunity for it to try again to solve the
problem.
“We said, ‘Over the course of the next two years, can we either insert artificial
intelligence into our systems and prove that we can do it, or fail to do it?" Aronson
explained. "Either way, we’ve proven the hypothesis that we can try."

The Serving Size is the Whole Agency
“Don’t pick a problem that’s just an HR problem or just an IT problem,” said
Aronson. “It has to be so clear and so moving that people who aren’t being paid to

implement the solution are willing to do it because it’s so painful to not have a
solution.”
Aronson provided further directions for any team at any agency to tackle.
Commit yourself to the problem: Although management buy-in is helpful,
Aronson clarified that when you are willing and truly commit yourself to solving
a problem, cost shouldn't be a major deterrent. After her request to fund the AI
project was denied by her higher-ups, Aronson found her own way to solve the
problem for free. Although there were implementation costs, the solution didn’t
require taking money from an existing resource or receiving any additional
money, she said.
Engage volunteers with a taste for the issue: Sometimes people are
already engaged with a specific issue and have tested their own ways to solve
it, Aronson said. However, those solutions may not be agency-wide, and you
have to organize those people to work together toward a solution.
Try something tiny: Aronson said to “mix people up.” For example, have
volunteers try small things they would normally work on, such as an Excel data
solution, and pair those people with other volunteers, such as a programmer or
a person with another segment of the solution, she suggested. Aronson called
these microprojects, and her team comprised of 20 volunteers.
Share, compare, and combine ideas and results: After completing the
microprojects, her team would review results and reflect, asking questions
such as, “What did we learn?”
Repeat the previous two steps: Her team tweaked what they did and
reiterated the process, which resulted in quicker, improved results. After six
months, they managed to successfully complete their AI project, significantly
reducing their projected two-year completion date.
Update the recipe and create items, such as documents, showing
others how to implement their projects: Aronson said volunteer writers
helped communicate how AI could help in the reviewer selection process and
addressed any potential misunderstandings.
Aronson also noted her recipe serves as a starting point for agencies to update and
make their own, since agencies should adopt innovative processes that best fit their
needs.
She also cautioned that teams should move on when finished. “The hardest thing

about the project, really, was to move on once we finished,” Aronson admitted.
To continue solving problems creatively, she suggested teams break apart and start
again. “If you become a group that iterates — that stays together — you get stale.
You become the thing you were fighting against to begin with,” she said. Although
Aronson’s team underwent a second round of quick implementation, they broke
apart to start fresh, new groups. Now members from the original team are part of
“many others” working on exciting, innovative projects at NSF, she said.
Finally, the people involved on a project must be excited about their roles in the
project’s process.
“If the project gets to the end, and the people who were participating in it didn’t
enjoy the process, then it’s not worth it,” Aronson said, because each team member
plays a special part contributing to the project’s overall innovation success.
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